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Abstract
Background/Objectives: Availability of economical, portable ultrasound systems that provide rapidly available, 

useful, information has transformed the clinical assessment of patients. As hand-held ultrasound systems become 
widely accessible, this technology will become standard of care in primary care practices. Little has been written about 
the use of ultrasound by Geriatricians, and the usefulness of POC-US specifically in caring for Older Adults.

Study design: In order to assess the current state of knowledge regarding use of ultrasound by geriatricians, and 
assess (POC-US) for the population of older adults, we conducted a review of published studies using Pub Med and 
Ovid search engines. Selected publications were included in a systematic review.

Results: Thirty-five articles were identified for systematic review. Eighteen articles addressed the use of ultra-
sound in the evaluation of Older Adult patients. Four articles that identified performance of ultrasound by Geriatri-
cians, and an additional three articles were not clear the specialty performing the exam, but geriatricians used the 
information gained. A total of fifteen articles highlighted use by primary care physicians. Thirty-one articles identified 
the usefulness in specific diseases and conditions that are more common in older adults. Limitations and potential 
harm were identified in twelve articles.

Conclusion: There is very little literature on POC-US in Geriatrics, but existing literature highlights significant po-
tential clinical use. POC-US holds great promise in primary care practices and in geriatrics. Our literature review found 
numerous potential uses for POC-US in caring for older adults. Few studies addressing the application of ultrasound 
in the geriatric population have been reported. The usefulness of POC-US by Geriatricians remains to be clarified. 
Judicious use of this technology in the geriatric population will be necessary to maximize the potential benefit while 
avoiding the potential harm of unnecessary tests, anxiety, and iatrogenic illness.
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Introduction
The availability of economical, portable ultrasound systems that 

provide rapidly available, useful information has already transformed 
the clinical assessment and management of patients in a number of 
settings. A significant shift has been the performance and interpretation 
by physicians who are not radiologists or ultrasonographers , per 
se. Numerous specialties have already adopted or are proposing 
competency standards for performance as well as interpretation 
of ultrasound including Emergency Medicine[1], Critical Care[2], 
Cardiology, Anesthesiology,[3] Obstetrics and Gynecology[4], 
Intensivists routinely utilize bedside ultrasound for the care of ICU 
patients both for diagnosis/ evaluation as well as for guidance during 
procedures[5,6]. Bedside ultrasound is rapidly becoming a standard of 
care in the triage of trauma patients, placement of central lines, and in 
the Operating room [7].

 The value of POC-US is no longer limited to just a small number 
of subspecialties [8]; rather POC-US is broadly applicable in primary 
care as well [9]. As the technology continues to improve, and as more 
primary care physicians have experience and the clinical skills to 
utilize ultrasound, it is likely to become a standard part of the patient 
care encounter. It has become apparent that an increasing number of 
graduating medical students see the utility of ultrasound in their chosen 
fields; leading to calls for medical schools to train students in POC-
US [10-19]. The University Of South Carolina School Of Medicine has 
developed a four year Integrated Ultrasound Curriculum (iUSC) for 

Medical students [20,21] and other medical schools are following a 
similar path [22].

A particular advance that is likely to increase use of POC-US is 
the advent of small, hand held ultrasound systems that can be carried 
easily in a coat pocket much like a stethoscope. With the handheld 
unit, a physician can immediately perform an exam with patients 
are encountered who could benefit from an ultrasound scan. The 
inconvenience and time required to set up even a portable laptop 
unit in the exam room is avoided. As the cost continues to decline, 
and hand-held ultrasound machines become widely accessible, this 
technology is likely to become the standard of care in many situations 
[23]. Examples of Handheld ultrasound devices include GE Vscan, 
Sonosite NanoMaxx, Siemens Acuson P10, among others.
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The prevalence of certain diseases and conditions in older adults that 
are amenable to diagnosis and management with the help and support 
of ultrasound is considerable. For example, in the outpatient setting, 
primary care physicians can non-invasively evaluate post void residual 
in urinary Incontinence [24], and could potentially screen elderly 
patients for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), prostatic enlargement, 
and could evaluate cardiac function. Primary care physicians frequently 
encounter these diagnostic needs in older people and the use of POC-
US could enhance their diagnosis and management. Monitoring with 
ultrasound could also facilitate management of chronic conditions on 
an ongoing basis. For example, a patient with prostatic hypertrophy, 
started on a medication that could worsen bladder emptying, can be 
monitored with POC-US after initiating medication [24]. This provides 
convenient, pertinent information for that physician to use to guide 
further therapy.

The purpose of this systematic literature review was to assess the 
current state of knowledge regarding use of ultrasound by geriatricians. 
In addition, we sought to determine the clinical usefulness as well as 
potential harm of POC-US for the population of older adults. The 
authors recognize that medical interventions that initially seem to be 
beneficial to older adult patients can often lead to a cascade of events 
that prove harmful. Our rationale was that if reproducible, accurate, 
safe and timely bedside ultrasound techniques were identified to be 
clinically relevant in older adults without causing harm, we could 
incorporate this technology into daily geriatric medical practice. In 
addition, use of POC ultrasound in older adults could potentially serve 
as a diagnostic teaching tool for our geriatric fellows, medical residents 
and students. Point of Care Ultrasound in geriatrics is currently being 
proposed as an adjunct to the standard physical exam, and is being 
received favorably by Geriatric specialists [25].

Methods 

We conducted a review of published studies (1950- August 2010) 
using Pub Med and Ovid. A medical reference librarian implemented 
the literature search. Main search parameters included the terms 
“ultrasonography, ultrasound and geriatrics”. Additional search terms 
“handheld, bedside ultrasound, and review articles” were also applied. 
Multiple variations of the terms and term order were employed in 
our six part search. Search strategies were executed in a stepwise 
approach with six parts. Searches in Parts 1 to 5 were for the time frame 
1950-August 2010. Part 1 -“Ultrasonography “was used as the subject 
heading and we specified that this subject heading must be one of 
main concepts in the article. Ultrasound /ultrasonography words were 
included in title of the article. We searched all articles indexed under 
the subject heading geriatrics or with geriatric (s) or geriatrician(s) in 
the title of article. This search did not limit language to English. Part 
2- The subheading “ultrasound” was attached to a disease or organ as 
the main subject heading. Articles in which ultrasound was worded in 
the title of the article were included. The subject heading “geriatrics” 
and all articles with “geriatric(s) and geriatrician(s)”worded in the title 
of the article were searched. We did not limit this part of our search 
to articles written in the English language. Part 3-“Ultrasound” term 
was used in the subheading with the subject heading of “geriatrics”. This 
part of our search included articles in all journals that had the following 
words in their title (geriatric (s), age, aging, elderly, elder). This strategy 
was limited to review articles. Part 4 - The term “Ultrasonography” 
was utilized as a subject heading. This part of the search specifically 
removed any article indexed under echocardiography. Articles with 
the words “geriatrics, age, aging, elderly, or elder” in the title were 
included. We limited this part of our search to review articles. Part 

5-1980 to August 2010. “Ultrasonography” term was used in the subject 
heading combined with a portable ultrasound concept by searching for 
“point of care systems” or articles with “mobile, portable, handheld, 
hand or bedside” in the title. Subject headings used were Geriatrics 
or Aged. Articles with “geriatric(s) or geriatrician” in title were also 
searched. Part 6-2005 to August 2010. This final part of our literature 
search strategy included using terms for focused ultrasonography. We 
employed broader geriatric terms by using “aged” as a subject heading. 
In addition, we included portable ultrasound concepts as outlined in 
part five of our search. 

Initial retrieval identified a total of 190 abstracts (19 from Part I; 26 
from part 2; 12 from part 3; 22 from part 4; 10 from part 5, and 101from 
part 6) that met search parameters. Abstracts were then reviewed and 
selected for relevance by at least two authors using pre-determined 
criteria that included “use of ultrasound technology” and “potential 
primary care/geriatric application”. 

Thirty five full articles were deemed to be pertinent publications 
and were included in this systematic literature review. A least two 
authors critiqued each publication. Each publication was reviewed 
in its entirety and evaluated using a structured review form with the 
following criteria: 

1. Portable or point of care ultrasound technology use discussed 
in the publication; 

2. Specific use of ultrasound in patients age 65 and older 
(considered “older adults”); 

3. Ultrasound performed by Geriatricians; 

4. Ultrasound use performed by primary care physicians (internal 
medicine, family medicine) 

5. Ultrasound use for medical conditions that are more common 
in older adults, and 

6. Limitations and potential harm of ultrasound use in older adult 
patients. 

Emergency medicine was not included in our definition of primary 
care, but articles about use of POC-US for older adults in the Emergency 
department were included In the event that the reviewing authors’ 
findings differed, a third review was performed and the composite 
result reported. 

Results
Our initial search yielded 190 articles that met the initial search 

criteria. Abstracts for these were obtained and based on the review 
of the abstracts, a total of 35 articles were determined to meet the 
review criteria (i.e., they included the use of ultrasound technology 
and described ultrasound applications that could be used by primary 
care physicians and /or geriatricians) and were selected for structured 
review. 

Of the 35 publications selected for structured review, 14 were 
research articles, 10 were review articles, 5 were case series, 3 were case 
reports, 2 were editorials, and 1 was a published guideline. In 24 of the 
35 selected articles, the ultrasound technology that was used as portable 
and/or POC units. Eighteen articles specifically addressed the use of 
Ultrasound in Geriatric Practice. In only 4 articles was there evidence 
that Geriatricians actually performed ultrasound and in only 7 was 
the geriatrician involved in interpretation of the images resulting from 
the ultrasound study. Fifteen articles addressed the use of ultrasound 
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in primary care practices with older patients. Thirty-one of 35 articles 
discussed applicability of Ultrasound to specific diseases or conditions 
that are more common in older adults.

The advantages of POC ultrasound were noted in 30 of 35 articles 
and included: Improved diagnostic accuracy (18 citations), timeliness/
earlier diagnosis (14 citations), patient safety (8 citations), cost savings 
(6 citations), portability (6 citations), ease of acquiring the skill to 
perform the examination (5 citations), and improved patient comfort 
(2 citations). 

Possible harm or burden of POC Ultrasound was mentioned in 12 
citations, including: quality concerns including possible unreliability 
due to lack of expertise of the operator (7 citations), cost (2 citations), 
malpractice (1 citation), infection control issues (1 citation) and other 
(1 citation); while only one article mentioned harm that was specific for 
older adults, that of inaccurate diagnosis of abdominal aortic aneurysm 
in older patients.

Eleven articles recommended further research on the use of POC 
ultrasound.

Discussion
We undertook the present review to assess the current state of 

knowledge regarding use of bedside ultrasound by geriatricians and 

to determine the clinical usefulness and potential harm of POC-US in 
older patients. Our approach was intended to consider older adults as 
a “special population” that could have specific benefits and risks from 
this new technology.

Our results highlight several things of interest in considering the 
application of POC ultrasound in the older adult population. First, it 
is interesting that so few publications, 18 of the 35 articles reviewed 
focused on the usefulness of this technique in older adults as a 
special population. This is supported with our finding that 31 of the 
35 articles identified the usefulness of ultrasound in specific diseases 
and conditions that are more common in older adults. The higher 
prevalence of diseases and conditions that are seen in older adults 
increases the likelihood of positive findings and usefulness in this 
population. The relative low cost and safety make ultrasound attractive 
in primary care practices that care for significant numbers of older 
adults, and especially in geriatric practices. For these reasons, point-of-
care ultrasound training should be considered as a basic clinical skill to 
be taught in medical school to help future physicians who will care for 
our aging population.

The small number of articles in which geriatricians performed (4 
of 35 articles) or interpreted (7 of 35 articles) the ultrasound is also 
worthy of note. As early as 1982, the usefulness of ultrasound in older 
patients was recognized and supported with data from a case study 
[26], However, this series included standard ultrasound performed 
in radiology rather than bedside ultrasound performed by a primary 
care physician. Two articles from the early 1990’s addressed POC US 
performance by geriatricians, both for determining post void residual [ 
i.e. bladder scanning] [27,28]. A 2002 article by Weirebe describes use 
of ultrasound to measure muscle size in evaluating nutritional status in 
older adults [29]. Additional research is needed to verify the potential 
benefits of incorporating relevant point of care ultrasound applications 
into the care of older adults in primary care and geriatrician practices. 

In addition to potential benefits of ultrasound in the older adult 
population, we looked at the literature to determine if publications were 
identifying potential harm. From this point of view, there were relatively 
few studies that commented on the potential harm, and those that did 
focused mainly on cost, lack of technical proficiency in performing 
point of care ultrasound, or ill-defined sensitivity and specificity of the 
test being performed. No studies addressed what the authors believe 
to be a central issue in applying any new technology to the older adult 
population: “Just because you can do something, should you?” 

Often older adults are subjected to new diagnostic or therapeutic 
approaches that are relevant and useful in younger adults, but have 
questionable benefit and potential harm in older adults. For example, 
PSA testing is potentially of benefit in “Young Old” men, but rarely is it 
of benefit for screening in men over age 80, and may potentially cause 
harm by leading to further invasive tests, and also by causing needless 
anxiety. 

Potentially, POC-US could have the same limitations and cautions 
as performing screening PSAs. For example, screening ultrasound of 
the carotid arteries may lead to anxiety about having a stroke without 
proven benefits of performing the test. Future research should evaluate 
not only the benefits but also the potential harm of ultrasound diagnosis 
and screening to the patient and to the health care system, including 
unnecessary testing, anxiety, and cost.

For practicing physicians, incorporating ultrasound training time 
into a busy primary care practice can cause short term harm to the 
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financial health of the practice. This issue was not mentioned in any 
of the articles reviewed, probably because there have so few attempts 
to train practicing physicians in their office setting. However, it is a 
barrier that will need to be resolved if POC-US is to become a standard 
of practice in geriatric practices. The practice’s decision to incorporate 
ultrasound will depend on the balance between the cost of equipment 
and training time and the benefits of improved patient outcomes 
and practice revenue. Cost benefit evaluations for this application of 
ultrasound have not been performed.

There is controversy about the amount of exposure required for 
an individual to become proficient in ultrasound. There are various 
recommendations in the literature specifically about ultrasound 
training and number of procedures needed to establish competency 
[1-4]. Guidelines for training geriatricians in point-of care ultrasound 
use will need to be established and may occur in a similar manner as 
current Emergency Medicine ultrasound guidelines. This is an area 
requiring future research.

Point-of-care ultrasound holds great promise in primary care 
practices and in geriatrics. It appears that portable and handheld 
ultrasound machines are becoming the “stethoscopes of the future” 
and could be easily incorporated into the physical examination of 
patients. However, little is known about the appropriate application 
of this technology for clinical care in older adults. Our systematic 
literature review identified only 4 references that specified use by 
Geriatricians. Outcomes regarding this innovative tool for care in older 
adults are unknown and require further investigation. Judicious use of 
this exciting new technology will be necessary to avoid the potential 
harm of unnecessary tests and iatrogenic illness. In addition, bedside 
ultrasound could potentially serve as a diagnostic and screening 
teaching tool for our geriatric fellows, medical residents and students as 
they care for older adult patients. 
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